
WORKSHEET    Revision  Unit 1 

1 Complete the text using the correct form of the verb in brackets. 

While I..............( be ) in a Geography class last Friday, something very 

unusual..............................( happen ). Our teacher.................................( tell ) us about USA , 

when suddenly I ........................... ( hear ) a noise behind me. I.......................( turn ) round.  

A woman with long hair and strange clothes..............................( sit ) there. 

 

2  Look at the chart.  Write sentences about how Mary has changed. 

 Use  - used to. 

 Aged 11 Now 
wear pink shoes high –heeled boots 

food chips and hamburger vegetables and fish 
hobby collecting posters playing the piano 

 Example:    Mary used to wear pink shoes.   Now she wears high – heeled boots.                                                                                    

1................................................................................................................................................... 

2.................................................................................................................................................. 

 

3   Circle the correct words. 

1  However / Although  the T–shirt  was really expensive, it wasn´t  very nice. 

2  Tom came to the party, on the other hand  /  but  Mary didn´t. 

3  However / Although it was snowing, we went playing hockey 

 

4  Look at the pictures. Complete the sentences with the words in the box. 

checked        flared        pointed        striped        short- sleeved        a plain 

1  Max is wearing...........................................................T – shirt. 

2  Nickie is wearing.................................jeans    

and.....................................shoes. 

3  Sam is wearing...................................shirt   

and ......................................shorts.                                                                                   



5  Complete the sentences using - had to, didn´t have to, could , couldn´t 

1 Tom............................get up at 7 o ´clock,   because he went to school. 

2 Mary had an exam today, so she.................................go to bed late yesterday. 

3 Sam........................ski, so he won race. 

4 Maths is easy for Lucy, so she.....................................revise for the exam.  

              

6  You bought some new clothes . Write about:                                                                                                      

When you bought them.     What they are made of and look like.       How much you paid.                                                                                                               

.....................................................................................................................................................

.....................................................................................................................................................

................................................................................................................................... 

8 Read the text. Are the statements true ( T ) or false ( F )? If it is false (F) write the correct 

answer 

I remember my chilhood very well. We weren´t rich. We lived in a small house, on a farm.      

I used to get up at half past five every day. We didn´t have a bathroom, so I used to wash in 

the kitchen. Before I went to school, I used to feed the pigs and cows. We didn´t have a car 

and we didn´t have  money for the bus. I used to walk to school. I used to help with the 

housework. We didn´t have a TV, so we used to listen to the radio in the evening  and we 

played games in the streets. We didn´t have nice shops, cinemas, sports centres, but life 

used to be much slower and simpler. 

1  I got up at half past six every day. .............                 

2 I didn´t  help with the housework. ...............               

3 I listened  to the radio in the evening. ...........                       

4  Life used to be slower and simpler. ............. 

 5 I didn´t feed the chickens. ................     

6  Life used to be different. ................ 

                                                               


